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Abstract
Experiments have demonstrated biological tissues grow by mechanically sensing their localized curvature, therefore making
geometry a key consideration for tissue scaffold design. We developed a simulation approach for modeling tissue growth on
beam-based geometries of repeating unit cells, with four lattice topologies considered. In simulations, tissue was seeded on
surfaces with new tissue growing in empty voxels with positive curvature. Growth was fastest on topologies with more beams
per unit cell when unit cell volume/porosity was fixed, but fastest for topologies with fewer beams per unit cell when beam
width/porosity was fixed. Tissue filled proportional to mean positive surface curvature per volume. Faster filling scaffolds had
lower permeability, which is important to support nutrient transport, and highlights a need for tuning geometries appropriately
for conflicting trade-offs. A balance among trade-offs was found for scaffolds with beam diameters of about 300µm and 50%
porosity, therefore providing the opportunity for further optimization based on criteria such as mechanical factors. Overall,
these findings provide insight into how curvature-based tissue growth progresses in complex scaffold geometries, and a
foundation for developing optimized scaffolds for clinical applications.

1 Introduction

Advances in additive manufacturing are enabling the devel-
opment of complex, customized designs well suited for
biomedical applications (Thompson et al. 2016; Kang et al.
2013). Tissue scaffolds, for instance, potentially benefit from
beam-based 3D printed geometries that enable high mechan-
ical efficiency while providing an optimized biological niche
(Hollister et al. 2015; Arabnejad et al. 2016). Determining
favorable scaffold trade-offs is challenging due to the large
number of potential configurations. Additionally, there is
limited knowledge in quantifying how a scaffold’s structural
properties influence the mechanical and biological behav-
ior of cells that colonize a scaffold surface and form tissues
that fill the void volume (Egan et al. 2017; Taniguchi et al.
2016). Advances in understanding how tissues grow on var-
ied geometries can lead to improved strategies for scaffold
design and optimization. For instance, increasing scaffold
surface area is often assumed to increase initial tissue volume
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and growth, but tissue growth models suggest these surfaces
should also have concavity to facilitate faster growth (Bidan
et al. 2012, 2013; Guyot et al. 2014; Buenzli 2016; Vassaux
andMilan 2017).Here,wedevelop a computational approach
for simulating tissue growth on diverse 3D printed scaffolds,
by modeling how tissues grow through mechanically sens-
ing the curvature of a complex three-dimensional scaffold
geometry. The purpose of the study is to investigate how
tissues grow on 3D printed beam-based topologies, charac-
terize trends relating scaffold geometry to tissue growth, and
highlight key trade-offs for optimized scaffold performance.

There is a need for computational methods and
mechanobiological models that support automated scaffold
configuration since design specifications vary based on in
vivo location, targeted tissue type, and patient specific con-
straints (Carlier et al. 2015). Bone tissue scaffolds are
typically designed with structural properties similar to tra-
becular bone, with pore sizes of 200–800 µm and porosities
of 50–80% (Fyhrie et al. 1993; Sanz-Herrera et al. 2008). 3D
printing provides an opportunity for generating customized
structures, such as beam-based lattices, that have properties
similar to bone and potentially better mechanical efficiency
for a given porosity (Wang et al. 2016; Melchels et al. 2010;
deWild et al. 2016). As lattice design parameters are altered,
scaffolds achieve different relative trade-offs in conflicting
properties. For instance, scaffolds with higher porosity have
a greater void volume for tissue growth, but reducedmechan-
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Fig. 1 a Complex beam-based unit cell topologies. b Tissue scaffold
with BC unit cells of length l and beam width w for tissue growth
simulations using a voxel environment that tracks structure, tissue, and

surface interface. c 3Dprinted scaffold.dRepresentative in vitro growth
after five weeks for an FXBC scaffold with 500 µm planar pores and
beams with w = 500 µm.

ical properties; scaffolds with higher surface–volume ratio
have an increased seeded tissue volume, but decreased per-
meability for nutrient transport (Egan et al. 2017; Vossenberg
et al. 2009). Computational approaches enable comparisons
of diverse designs, making it possible to identify favorable
trade-offs when considering tissue growth within a complex
3D geometry.

Predicting tissue growth from scaffold properties is
challenging due to numerous influential factors including
mechanostimulation, fluid shear stress, and substrate cur-
vature (Guyot et al. 2016a; Bischofs and Schwarz 2003;
Papachroni et al. 2009; Worley et al. 2013; Zadpoor 2015;
Sanz-Herrera et al. 2009; Vetsch et al. 2016; Bael et al. 2012;
Joly et al. 2013; Knychala et al. 2013; Zhao et al. 2015).
Curvature-basedmodels have been validated through in vitro
experiments and assume tissue growth is proportional to the
concavity of a tissue front; no tissue growth occurs on flat or
convex surfaces (Bidan et al. 2012, 2013; Guyot et al. 2014;
Bidan et al. 2013; Rumpler et al. 2008; Alias and Buen-
zli 2017). Recently, in vivo experiments have demonstrated
curvature-driven growth in an ovine model that resulted in
seamless integration of soft tissue into newly formed bone
(Paris et al. 2017). Curvature is typically calculated using
level set methods (Guyot et al. 2014) or via a scanning mask
in a voxel environment (Bidan et al. 2013). These approaches
are extendible to include further factors influencing tissue
growth, such as fluidsmodels to calculate shear stress (Guyot
et al. 2016b). Curvature-based evaluations are well suited
for systematic analyses of diverse scaffold geometries since
they provide an efficient initial approximation for identify-
ing designs with potentially high tissue growth rates (Fig. 1;
Supplementary Movie 1).

Beam-based lattices consist of unit cells with varied
beam topologies (Fig. 1a) patterned to form tissue scaffolds
(Fig. 1b) that are 3D printed (Fig. 1c) and suitable for in
vitro cell culture testing (Fig. 1d) (Egan et al. 2017). Unit
cells of varied topologies differ in theirmechanical properties

as well as interconnectivities among pores of varied shapes
(Fig. 1a). Tissue growth is efficiently simulated by generating
a voxel structure and tracking the interface of tissue and void
space, by assuming the interface advances proportional to its
local positive curvature (Fig. 1b). Diverse scaffold designs
are configured using two independent design parameters of
beam width w and unit cell length l that enable calculation
of geometrically based scaffold properties including poros-
ity, pore size, surface–volume ratio, and permeability (Egan
et al. 2017).Numerous 3Dprintingprocesses are available for
manufacturing beam-based scaffolds, including the polyjet
printing process used to fabricate samples using a biocompat-
ible polymer (Fig. 1c). Only a portion of the scaffold requires
simulation, when assuming simulations represent an average
growthmeasured frommany stochastic tissue growth experi-
ments, as illustrated by Saos-2 growth in Fig. 1d. Saos-2 cells
are a human osteosarcoma cell line that are experimentally
well characterized, widely available, and have osteoblastic
features (Rodan et al. 1987; Sobral et al. 2011) that make
them well suited for in vitro evaluation of tissue growth rel-
evant to bone tissue engineering applications.

The first step in our approach is to determine how three-
dimensional beam-based geometries influence tissue growth
in comparison with past models assessing three-dimensional
structures with complex surfaces with no beams (Bidan et al.
2013). Unit cell design parameters are then varied to generate
diverse scaffolds with fixed properties for quantifying mod-
eling trends. These trends inform efficient optimization by
using statistical regression to approximate simulation results
with analytical equations (Egan et al. 2015, 2016). Trends
are then used to evaluate opposing scaffold design trade-offs,
namely tissue growth rates being higher for smaller pores
while permeability is lower (Kang et al. 2013). The approach
aims to provide significant advancements for understanding
tissue growth in complex geometries while also producing
predictive models to facilitate scaffold optimization for clin-
ical applications.
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Fig. 2 a Discretized Cube corner with beam width w = 200µm, unit
cell length l = 500µm, and spherical scanning mask radius mr = 5.5
(10µm voxel length ds). Curvature κ is calculated for each voxel in

cross sections with height z. b Environment after time step dt . For
clarity, void voxels are only rendered in scanning masks

2 Methods

2.1 Design generation

Cubic unit cell topologies were generated by placing voxels
to form beams with square cross sections. Only one corner of
each unit cell was generated, which represents one-eighth of
a unit cell’s volume. All topologies shared the same beams
that extend along unit cell edges, with the Cube topology
consisting of only these beams. The BC topology includes
additional beams that extend from the unit cell corner toward
the unit cell center, and the FX topology includes beams from
each unit cell corner toward the center of each unit cell face,
while the FXBC includes both. The smallest pore size and
shape are defined as the smallest planar void area for each unit
cell topology (Arabnejad et al. 2016). The smallest planar
pores for the Cube, FX, and FXBC topologies consist of the
smallest square or triangular interconnectivity pore on the
face of each unit cell, while the BC topology’s smallest pore
is based on the triangular cross section that forms between
internal beams. Pore size is calculated based on the remaining
planar area without tissue, therefore it is largest initially prior
to tissue seeding and decreases in size as tissue is seeded and
grows to fill the scaffold.

2.2 Tissue growth simulation

The simulation was developed by extending past approaches
using voxel environments for tissue growth on complex sur-
faces (Bidan et al. 2013) to efficiently simulate tissue growth
in complex 3D printed geometries. Each voxel is a discrete
cubic volume defined as structure, tissue, interface, or void.

Interface voxels are adjacent to tissue voxels and indicate
locations on the tissue surface for potential growth and are
also considered void since they do not contain structure or
tissue. Voxel length ds is based on mask radiusmr (measured
as a discrete number of voxels from the mask center) and cell
reach cr (measured as continuous units from the mask cen-
ter) of growing tissue tomechanically sense their surrounding
environment such that

ds = cr
mr

(1)

with cr = 55µmheld constant (Bidan et al. 2013). Therefore,
when mr = 5.5, voxel length ds represents 10µm.

The simulation represents a corner of a unit cell with
length l. The voxel environment is l

2·ds voxels in x , y, and
z directions. Structure voxels are placed to represent beams
with square cross-sectional areas of width w. Void voxels
adjacent (but not diagonal) to each structure voxel are defined
as tissue voxels and void voxels adjacent (but not diagonal)
to tissue voxels are defined as interface voxels in time step
t = 0 (Fig. 2a).

For each voxel mapped with the scanning mask, structure
and tissuevoxels are counted as substratemon,while interface
and void voxels are counted as empty moff . Voxel curvature
is calculated as

κ = 16

3 · cr
(

mon

mon + moff
− 1

2

)
(2)

by assuming curvature is only positive (i.e., concave) when
mon consists of over half the voxels in the scanning mask
(Frette et al. 2009; Bullard et al. 1995). The unit cell cor-
ner is assumed to be within the interior of the scaffold, with
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its boundaries interfacing with another unit cell of identi-
cal geometry. When mapped mask voxels extend beyond
the voxel environment boundaries, their state is defined by
assuming that voxels beyond the boundaries mirror voxel
states within boundaries, providing symmetric boundary
conditions based on unit cell symmetry. The scanning mask
is used to calculate κ for all interface voxels at each time step
and voxels with κ > 0 become tissue in the next time step as
the process is repeated (Fig. 2b).

2.3 Computational efficiency

The computation time for a simulation is highly dependent
on the number of curvature calculations required (i.e., mask
applications). Since only voxels with κ > 0 change states, it
is inefficient to calculate curvature for voxels far away from
the interface that are likely to have κ ≤ 0 and remain static.
Rather than calculating curvature for all void voxels in the
simulation, the simulation method’s efficiency is improved
by incorporating an iterative search by first calculating κ of
all interface voxels, and then calculating κ of all voxels adja-
cent to voxels with κ > 0 until all voxels adjacent to voxels
with κ > 0 are found to have κ ≤ 0.When using the iterative
search, the number ofmask applications for calculating voxel
curvature each time step is roughly proportional to the num-
ber of interface voxels rather than the number of void voxels.
The efficiency increase is dependent on the unit cell design,
and the iterative search should decrease computational time
proportional to the difference in the number of void vox-
els to interface voxels per time step, although other factors
in coding and hardware may also influence computational
time. When mr = 5.5, there are approximately 7 times more
void voxels than interface voxels for a Cube with w = 200
and l = 400 in the first time step, but approximately 175
times more void voxels than interface voxels for a Cube with
w = 200 and l = 2000. When using a 2.4 GHz core, the
first time step requires approximately 1.5 s computation for
the l = 400 Cube with ∼500 interface voxels and ∼3000
void voxels and approximately 20 s computation time for the
l = 2000Cubewith∼5500 interface voxels and∼1,000,000
void voxels when using the iterative search method. Simu-
lations were run with python and rendered with ParaView
(Liu et al. 2017), and simulations continue until all interface
voxels have κ ≤ 0 or no interface/void voxels remain.

Methods were developed for assessing in vitro tissue
growth of scaffolds with the same number of unit cells as
the designed sample in Fig. 1c. Due to the small size of
these samples and their open pores, it is assumed there is
adequate nutrition available to all locations in the scaffold,
even when nutrient distribution is slowed as planar intercon-
nectivity pores are blocked by growing tissue (Guyot et al.
2015). These assumptions support the choice to only simu-
late one-eighth of the unit cell structure that is representative

of an average stochastic growth, which provides computa-
tional efficiency in comparison with simulating the entire
scaffold. Constraints are placed on the minimum/maximum
dimensions of unit cells to ensure the mask size does not
exceed the beam diameter width and the unit cell length does
not exceed 2000µm since unit cells with length greater than
2000µm generally have pores sizes too large for efficient
tissue growth. Beam width is varied from 100 to 1000µm
for simulations, which is representative of achievable dimen-
sions from 3D printing processes that are suitable for bone
tissue engineering.

3 Results

3.1 Tissue growth comparisons for 2D, 2.5D, and 3D
beam-based geometries

The Cube topology was simulated initially to determine how
beams influence growth in comparisonwith 2D/2.5D geome-
tries with square pores from past studies (Bidan et al. 2013).
2D geometries refer to simulations that are one voxel in
height, while 2.5D geometries refer to three-dimensional
simulations that extrude the voxels of a 2D geometry into
three-dimensional space such that all cross sections at differ-
ent heights have the same voxel composition initially. 2.5D
geometries are evaluated using the same simulation methods
as described for 3D beam-based geometries, while the curva-
ture of voxels for 2D geometries is evaluated using a planar
circular scanning mask. For consistency with past studies, a
mask radius of mr = 8.5 was used initially.

All structures were generated with pore size p = 500µm,
with pore size calculated as p = l − w for the Cube. The
Cube’s beams havewidthw = 500µm,while unit cell length
l is solved. The 2.5D geometry has height equal to its pore
size, and the 2D/2.5D geometries have wall widths one voxel
larger thanmr. The void proportion filled Pfill for each simu-
lation was calculated by counting the total number of voxels
vtot where tissue or structure may be placed, total number of
structure voxels vstr, and total number of tissue voxels vtiss
such that

Pfill = vtiss

vtot − vstr
(3)

and was tracked for simulation renderings in Fig. 3a for each
time step t in Fig. 3b (Supplementary Movie 2).

Void space fills fastest for 2D geometries, with renderings
demonstrating the circular tissue front that forms as void
space linearly fills over time (Bidan et al. 2013). 2.5D and
Cube geometries fill at similar rates, with filling occurring
slightly faster for the 2.5D geometries in comparisonwith the
Cube until planar pores for both designs close shortly after
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Fig. 3 a 2D, 2.5D, and 3D geometries simulated and rendered with proportion filled Pfill. b Pfill for each time step t . c Time to fill tfillfor structures
with pore size p

Fig. 4 a Converged simulations with halted tissue growth for Cubes with beam width w = 200µm, unit cell length l = 600µm, and mask voxel
radius mr . b Porosity P as a function of time step t , with w = 400µm and l = 800µm designs; closed symbols denote mr = 5.5, open for
mr = 8.5

Fig. 5 Topologies with unit cell
length l = 1000µm as a
porosity P varies for designs
with beam width w. b Pore size
p, c curvature–surface ratio
κ+/S, and d surface–volume
ratio S/V for varied P
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Pfill = 0.6 (Note: for the 2.5D geometry, the top layer of
the environment is not considered in vtot calculations since it
results in a layer of void interface with no tissue growth). For
the Cube, growth starts at beam connections and continues
until planar pores are closed and a central void emerges. The
growth rate changes for these designs once planar pores close,
due to the change in curvature relative to the advancing tissue
front. A large spherical void emerges for the Cube and a
flatter curved surface with a square cross-sectional forms for
the 2.5D structure prior to complete void filling.

When p is increased in 100µm increments while w

remains constant, there is an exponential increase in time
to fill tfill as p increases (Fig. 3c), where tfill indicates the
number of time steps required until Pfill = 1. 2.5D struc-
tures of p ≥ 800µm and Cubes of p ≥ 700µm do not
fill completely, as growth is halted because curvature for
all void voxels is κ ≤ 0. Halted growth occurs for Cubes
with p ≥ 700µm prior to the growing tissue closing the
planar pore as demonstrated in Fig. 4a for structures with
w = 200µm and l = 600µm. Masks of mr = 5.5 and
mr = 8.5 were used to assess whether resolution influences
haltingoccurrence and tissuegrowthover time (Christen et al.
2016). Porosity P is based on the total number of voxels vtot,
number of structure voxels vstru, and number of tissue voxels
vtiss such that

P = 1 − vstru + vtiss

vtot
(4)

and is used to track growth over time in Fig. 4b.
Simulations with the larger mask require slightly more

time steps until growth halts and converge with a similar
interface geometry and P as simulations with the smaller
scanning mask. Simulations were repeated by increasing w

and l by 200µm, therefore generating structures with the
same pore size as Fig. 4a designs, but larger beams and lower
P that results in complete void filling (Fig. 4b). Mask size
has minor influences on outcomes, which motivates the use
ofmr = 5.5 for all further simulations due to its greater com-
putational efficiency. When comparing findings with Fig. 3c,
whenw = 500µmhalting does not occur until p ≥ 700µm,
which suggests that the ratio of p to w dictates whether
growth completely fills a void, rather than absolute values
of p and w.

3.2 Implications for tissue growth for varied 3D
beam-based geometries

Geometrical properties for beam-based scaffolds with differ-
ent topologies were compared with fixed unit cell volumes
by increasing beam width w from 20 to 500µm when unit
cell length was held constant at l = 1000µm. Porosity P
is shown to decrease with increasing w for each topology

(Fig. 5a). The porosity is evaluated usingEq. 4,with vtiss = 0,
such that the porosity refers to that of the designed structure
only. If the structures were seeded with tissue, their porosity
would slightly decrease since vtiss ≥ 0.

For a givenw, P is the highest for the Cube, then BC, FX,
and FXBC topologies. The Cube topology has significantly
higher P for a given w because it has fewer beams per unit
cell compared to the other topologies, so their width must be
higher to fill the same void space per unit cell. P is then used
as an independent variable for comparing scaffold properties
of pore size p, curvature–surface ratio κ+/S, and surface–
volume ratio S/V while maintaining unit cell length l =
1.0mm.

Pore size p is found by counting the number of void voxels
that make up the smallest planar pore vpore of a unit cell and
converting to continuous units with the following equation

p = ds · √
A · vpore (5)

using A = 4 for the Cube topology, A = 2
√
2 for the BC

topology, and A = 2 for FX and FXBC topologies. A is
adjusted based on the proportion of the pore represented by
the corner of the unit cell; the

√
2 adjustment for the BC

topology accounts for numerical error due to voxels being
arranged on an internal diagonal. In Fig. 5b, p increases for
each topology as P increases, with the Cube topology having
the highest p at a given P . The remaining topologies have
similar values.

Curvature–surface ratio κ+/S considers themean positive
surface curvature κ+ by determining mean κ (Equation 2)
for all interface voxels with κ > 0, then dividing by the total
number of interface voxels vint that is used to find the surface
area S adjusted to continuous units by S = vint · (ds)2 . The
resulting relationship

κ+/S = κ+
vint · (ds)2

(6)

has been suggested in past studies as a predictor of three-
dimensional tissue growth rates on complex surfaces (Bidan
et al. 2013). In Fig. 5c, κ+/S is shown to decrease with
increasing P and is lower for theCube in comparisonwith the
similar values for other topologies, with the FXBC topology
having the highest followed by the FX topology.

Surface–volume ratio S/V is determined with the total
number of interface voxels vint divided by the total number
of voxels vtot, such that
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Fig. 6 a Simulations rendered
with approximate porosity P
and unit cell length
l = 1000µm. b Porosity P , c
pore size p, and d
curvature–surface ratio κ+/S as
a function of time step t

S/V = vint

vtot
· 1

ds
(7)

where 1
ds is used for unit conversion. In Fig. 5d, all topologies

decrease in S/V as P increases, with the FXBC topology
having the highest S/V , followed by FX, BC, and Cube
topologies for a given P . Nonlinearities in the relation-
ship of surface–volume ratio to porosity suggest that sharper
decreases in S/V occur for higher P , notably once P ≥ 0.8.
The absolute amount of seeded tissue for a scaffold is pro-
portional to S/V , which is chosen as an evaluation metric
for comparing topologies since it is an intrinsic property that
retains its value as a unit cell is patterned to form a larger
scaffold volume (Egan et al. 2017).

3.3 Tissue growth comparisons for varied 3D
geometries

Controlled comparisons of tissue growth over time are con-
ducted for scaffolds in Fig. 5 with P = 0.5. Renderings were
generated at regular intervals of P , in addition to tracking P ,
p, and κ+/S for each time step t in Fig. 6 (Supplementary
Movie 3).

In comparison with the Cube topology where tissue forms
one large central closed pore, tissue in the BC topology forms
three internal voids once internal interconnectivity pores are

closed. For the FX and FXBC topologies, the pores on the
unit cell face initially close, resulting in one large void for the
FX Cube while the FXBC topology then forms three voids,
similar to the BC topology.

Growth relates directly to quantitative tracking of proper-
ties over time, with growth occurring at different rates over
time for each topology (Fig. 6b). The rate depends on initial
surface–volume ratio and how soon pores close (Fig. 6c),
which influences the curvature–surface ratio that dictates
how fast a tissue front advances (Fig. 6d). Porosity decreases
fastest for FX and FXBC topologies initially in Fig. 6b, but
once their initial pore is filled, as indicated in Fig. 6c, tissue
growth slows considerably for the FX topology since one
large central void forms whereas the growth remains fast for
theFXBC topologydue to its diagonal beamelement.Growth
of the BC topology then surpasses the FX topology, while the
Cube topology consistently has the slowest growth. When
pores fill (Fig. 6c), there is a temporary increase in curvature–
surface ratio (Fig. 6d) that is expected, sincemore voxelswith
higher positive curvature are concentrated in a smaller sur-
face area in the closing pores. The curvature–surface ratio
increases the rate of tissue growth for the scaffolds, which
suggests for a topologywith fixed volume a higher number of
pores increases growth rates. This observation is supported
by the FXBC having the fastest growth since it has the high-
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Fig. 7 Time steps to fill tfill for designs of a porosity P and b pore size p with beam width w = 200µm. c Seeded unit cell renderings when
P = 0.6 that illustrate the relative unit cell sizes across topologies

est number of planar pores initially and three spherical pores
toward the end of the filling process.

Although the FX topology has a higher surface–volume
ratio than the BC topology, it fills at a lower overall rate due
to the large central void that forms and slows growth, even
though it has a higher amount of seeded tissue. Therefore, it
is not always obvious which structure facilitates the fastest
tissue growth across topologies based on seeded tissue vol-
ume alone, whichmotivates the need for investigating further
cases when volume is not fixed. Simulations with fixed beam
widthw = 200µmwere conducted, resulting in comparison
with fixed porosity P from P = 0.5 to P = 0.7 in 0.05 incre-
ments by adjusting unit cell length l (Fig. 7; Supplementary
Movie 4); note these porosities refer to the structural porosity
prior to tissue seeding.

As porosity and pore size increase, there is an increas-
ingly longer time required to fill any topology (Fig. 7). The
Cube and BC topologies have similar growth rates for a given
porosity, but different pore sizes. This difference suggests
that pore size is not a reliable predictor of tissue growth
rates when comparing across topologies. In contrast to Fig. 6
results, when the FXBC topology filled fastest, the Cube and
BC topologies fill the fastest for a given porosity when beam
width is fixed. Fixing beam width is potentially of interest
due tomanufacturing limitations. The fast growth of theCube
topology occurs due to its small unit cell volume relative to
the other topologies for these controls. The FXBC topology
fills slower due to its overall large volume and demonstrates
that when considering Figs. 6 and 7 the relative trade-offs

among topologies differ based on chosen comparison crite-
ria.

A systematic analysiswas conducted for diverse scaffolds,
with curvature–surface ratio κ+/S and surface–volume ratio
S/V assumed as influential factors on tissue growth as a
basis for analytically describing growth trends in relation to
designed topologies, in addition to considering pore size p
as a potential predictor. κ+/S influences tissue growth, as
demonstrated in Fig. 6, since localized tissue growth only
occurs when curvature is positive while S/V determines the
amount of initial tissue present, thus providing more points
for potential growth. κ+/S and S/V are considered simulta-
neously by taking their product to find the curvature–volume
ratio

κ+/V = (κ+/S) · (S/V ) (8)

that is potentially a better predictor for 3Dgeometries in com-
parison with κ+/S, that is useful for 2D geometries (Bidan
et al. 2013).

Designswere generated by finding the ratio of beamwidth
w to unit cell length l for each design in Fig. 5 at porosities
ranging from P = 0.5 to P = 0.8 prior to tissue seeding
for every 0.05 difference in porosity. Holding the ratio con-
stant enables rescaling of structures by alteringw and l while
maintaining a consistent porosity (Egan et al. 2017). Geome-
tries were generated by setting w = 200µm and increasing
w in 20µm incrementswhile l ≤ 2000µmfor the ratios con-
sidered. Smaller w tends to create highly porous structures
that do not facilitate growth, while larger l does not facilitate
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Fig. 8 a Time to fill tfill for
designs as a function of pore
size p and b curvature–volume
ratio κ+/V . c Void filling rate
Vrate as a function of p and d
curvature–volume ratio κ+/V ,
with dotted lines for linear
regressions

fast tissue growth. Simulation results that did not converge
with complete filling were not considered in these results, as
their proportional void filling behavior is not consistent when
comparing growth rates to simulations with complete filling.
Time to fill tfill as a function of p and κ+/V are plotted in
Fig. 8a, b, respectively.

tfill increases as p increases and κ+/V decreases, with
trends differing for each topology. For instance, the FXBC
topology has a lower tfill for p relative to the FX and BC
topologies, but a relatively high tfill for κ+/V in comparison
with all other topologies. For both plots, trends show a spread
of values for a given p or κ+/V that are adjusted by replotting
according to the void filling rate Vrate of

Vrate = P/tfill (9)

that provides a rate measure when factoring in P that adjusts
for each unit cell having a different capacity for total tis-
sue growth per volume. In Fig. 8c, d, Vrate decreases as p
decreases and k/V increases, and trends appear to provide a
more reliable basis for developing regression models for pre-
dicting tissue growth behavior based on scaffold geometry.

An analytical expression was fit by considering coeffi-
cients A and B for a linear regression

Vrate ≈ A · κ+/V + B (10)

that agrees strongly with the data presented in Fig. 8d. Fits
for each topology are unique: For the Cube topology A =
1.3 × 10−7, B = −1.5 × 10−3 (R2 = 0.97), for the BC
topology A = 9.6×10−8, B = −1.0×10−3(R2 = 0.96), for
the FX topology A = 4.2×10−8, B = −7.0×10−5 (R2 =
0.97), and for the FXBC topology A = 7.1 × 10−8, B =

Table 1 Summarized Fig. 8d linear regression values

Topology A B R2

Cube 1.3 × 10−7 −1.5 × 10−3 0.97

BC 9.6 × 10−8 −1.0 × 10−3 0.96

FX 4.2 × 10−8 −7.0 × 10−5 0.97

FXBC 7.1 × 10−8 −1.2 × 10−3 0.98

−1.2× 10−3 (R2 = 0.98). These findings are summarized
in Table 1.

When using κ+/S in isolation for linear regressions, R2 =
0.86 to R2 = 0.96 and R2 = 0.79 to R2 = 0.96 when
considering S/V in isolation. These lower R2 values justify
the use of κ+/V ratio in comparisonwith either of these ratios
for predicting three-dimensional growth based on scaffold
geometry using a linear regression.

3.4 Tissue growth and permeability trade-offs

Design maps were generated to directly relate how design
parameters of beam width w and pore size p influence
void filling rate Vrate and permeability k, that are potentially
conflicting trade-offs during scaffold optimization (Kang
et al. 2013; Melancon et al. 2017). Maps were generated
by increasing w from 100 to 1000µm in 20µm increments
at porosities P from 0.5 to 0.8 in 0.05 increments. Designs
were configured for a specified P based on the ratio of w

to unit cell length l for scaffolds prior to tissue seeding,
up to l = 2000µm or p = 1000µm. A contour plot was
generated with w and p as independent variables and void
filling rate colored based on a log scaling for each topol-
ogy (Fig. 9), with both complete void filling and halted
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Fig. 9 Design maps for void filling rate Vrate as a function of beam width w and pore size p for a Cube b BC, c FX, and d FXBC topologies;
circles indicate simulated designs, with open circles indicating halted growth; void filling rate is plotted using a log color scale

growth simulations plotted as discrete points. The design
space revealed by each map is constrained by minimum
w as a horizontal line on the bottom, maximum P as a
line with positive slope on the bottom, minimum P as a
line with positive slope on the top, and maximum l as a
line with negative slope on the top. The Cube design map
also reaches its maximum p as a vertical boundary on its
right

The design maps demonstrate that as w and p decrease,
Vrate increases, and further implies Vrate increases with lower
P and lower l. Growth is more likely to halt as w decreases,
p increases, and P increases, and supports the notion that
halted growth is based on a ratio of these variables to one
another rather than absolute values. Design maps were then
generated for permeability k that is a measure of fluid flow
through a structure and used as an estimate for how much
initial nutrient transport occurs. It is calculated by consid-
ering a constant K used in the Kozeny–Carmen relation

k = K
P3

(S/V )2
(11)

where K = 2.75 × 10−7 for cube topology types, based
on past simulations (Egan et al. 2017). Permeability design
maps were generated using the same simulation data as

Fig. 9, with permeability colored based on a log scal-
ing.

The maps suggest that k does not strongly depend on
w and increases with higher p, which opposes the find-
ings for increasing Vrate in Fig. 9. Additionally, permeability
increases with higher P as suggested by Equation 11, while
higher S/V in Equation 11 results in lower permeability that
generally occurs as beams/pores decrease in size and are
packed more tightly. Vrate and k are plotted directly against
one another to better visualize their conflicting values across
the design space. When Vrate is plotted as a function of k
for each simulated design, a hyperbolic relationship emerges
with higher Vrate generally leading to lower k (Fig. 11a).

The trade-off provides a pareto front (Blasco et al. 2008;
Wilson et al. 2001) for each topology that describes the best
value for a givenVrate for a given k, and vice versa; the highest
performing designs have higher values of each of these vari-
ables and therefore are further away from the bottom-left of
the plot. A pareto front is the subset of simulation data points
for a topology such that it is impossible to alter a topology’s
design to improve one of these properties without worsening
the other. A “Balanced Designs” region of Fig. 11a is indi-
cated for pareto designs that retain high relative values of
tissue growth rates while minimizing significant reductions
in permeability (and vice versa) and have complete void fill-
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Table 2 Parameters, properties, and tissue growth performance for selected designs in balanced region of Fig. 11a

Design parameters Lattice properties Performance

Topology Beam
width

Length Porosity Pore size Curvature–
surface ratio

Surface–
volume ratio

Permeability Time to
fill

Void fill-
ing rate

w (µm) l (µm) P (−) p (µm) κ+/S (103 mm−3) S/V (mm−1) κ (10−8 m2) tFill (dt) Vrate (dt−1)

Cube 360 720 0.50 360 12 3.9 0.22 105 0.0048

BC 320 1070 0.52 196 17 3.6 0.30 96 0.0054

FX 280 1050 0.49 185 23 4.2 0.19 138 0.0036

FXBC 320 1520 0.51 385 18 3.8 0.25 130 0.0039

ing behavior. Halted growth for some Cube designs extend in
a favorable region beyond the pareto front for filled scaffolds,
however, they tend to have very poor proportional growth
(e.g., all halted Cube designs converge with P ≥ 0.4). High-
lighted scaffolds in the balanced design region have similar
properties and simulated performance quantified in Table 2
for each topology, despite having different numbers of unit
cells required to fill a volume (Fig. 11b).

Findings demonstrate how diverse lattices achieve similar
performance for a given application despite their differ-
ing geometries. In Table 2, topologies have a porosity of
P ≈ 0.5, resulting in the Cube topology having the smallest
unit cells, while the FXBC topology has the largest. Beam
width w ranges from 280 to 360µm, which is a small range
considering the entire range of beamwidths considered.Gen-
erally, topologies with lower w have high surface–volume
ratios that reduce permeability, while topologies with higher
w have large unit cells that reduce tissue growth rate due
to low curvature–volumes ratios when compared to the bal-
anced designs. Results demonstrate the conflicting trends in
tissue scaffold design and suggest there is a small range of
designs for each topology that favorably satisfy these oppos-
ing trade-offs.

4 Discussion

Acomputational approachwas developed to simulate growth
of tissues that mechanically sense curvature in complex 3D
structures, as a basis for investigating how designed scaffold
geometry relates to tissue growth performance in beam-based
scaffolds. Initial simulations compared growth in 2D/2.5D
geometries to beam-based Cube topologies. Beams required
a sufficient width in comparison with porous volume to
ensure concave curvature is maintained in the tissue growth
process, otherwise tissue growth halts. When considering
topologies with varied beam topologies (Fig. 6), pore filling
requires different time durationswhen porous volume is fixed
for each topology and contrasts with 2D simulations where
pore filling completes in the same duration when porous vol-

ume and void area are fixed across designs (Bidan et al.
2013). These differences may be explained by 3D cases hav-
ing open porous geometries prior to growth forming closed
internal pores. The contrast highlights the greater complexity
in assessing growth in the 3D geometries.

Simulationswere conducted systematically for four lattice
topologies with diverse configuration parameters to identify
trends among 3D beam-based scaffold properties. Common
predictors for tissue growth rate, such as pore size and
surface–volume ratio (Egan et al. 2017), were not sufficient
to explain differences among topology growth rates. Trends
suggest that tissue growth rate is proportional to a lattice’s
curvature–volume ratio, which is the product of curvature–
surface ratio and surface–volume ratio that are known from
past studies to coincidewith tissue growth (Bidan et al. 2013).
Linear regressions with A and B coefficients (Equation 10)
were found for each topology and demonstrated strong fits
(R2 ≥ 0.96), with unique coefficients for each topology.
The purpose of these regressions is to find analytical equa-
tions that accurately approximate simulation outputs, but are
computationally efficient for design optimization algorithms
(Egan et al. 2015, 2016). Past research has found analyt-
ical regressions for mechanical properties of scaffolds and
permeability, with permeability relations being used to gen-
erate data in Figs. 10 and 11 (Egan et al. 2017). A and B
coefficient values are potentially representative of geometri-
cal differences in topologies for how beams are organized to
influence void filling behavior, and future work may inves-
tigate these differences as well as further regression models
that accurately predict tissue growth behavior.

Design maps were then generated for linking scaffold
design parameters to tissue growth and permeability outputs
(Melancon et al. 2017) that are clinically relevant. Conflict-
ing trade-offs for tissue growth rates and permeability are
highlighted in Fig. 11, that demonstrated a hyperbolic trade-
off that provides a pareto front (Blasco et al. 2008). Unit
cell designs on the pareto front in the balanced design region
of Fig. 11 have permeability values slightly lower than that
of trabecular bone (k = 1 × 10−8 m2) (Baroud et al. 2004;
Daish et al. 2017). However, unit cells with lower permeabil-
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Fig. 10 Design maps for permeability k as a function of beam width w and pore size p for a Cube, b BC, c FX, and d FXBC topologies; circles
indicate simulated designs, with open circles indicating halted growth; permeability is plotted using a log color scale

Fig. 11 aVoid filling rate Vrate for diverse scaffold designs of permeability k; open symbols denote designs with halted growth. bRendered scaffolds
with similar nominal volumes were constructed with unit cells denoted in panel a by yellow symbols in “Balanced Designs” region

ity are potentially useful in scaffolds with hierarchical pores
or channels for efficient nutrient transport (Egan et al. 2017).
The BC scaffold achieved the highest void filling rate and
permeability among selected balanced designs. However, the
best topology is difficult to determine, since each topology
has different tunings that are advantageous when considering
further property trade-offs (Egan et al. 2017). Nevertheless,
the establishment of a consistent growth rate/permeability
balance point with varying scaffold topologies implies that a
subsequent mechanical optimization is possible, with target

values of structural properties governing the final topology
selection.

There are also inherent limitations inmodeling approaches
that could influence design choice, such as the symmetry
assumptions for growth representing a best-case scenario for
uniform growth based on a lack of data to reliably consider
how heterogeneous cell density and variable growth rates are
influenced by scaffold geometry. The simulation approach
used a voxel environment that introduces numerical error,
such as approximating curvature with a discretized scanning
mask rather than a continuous sphere. Increasing mask res-
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olution provides a closer approximation to an ideal sphere,
but increases computational costs as overall environment size
is rescaled due to the mask radius representing the physical
reach of a cell, in addition to having more voxels in the mask
considered for curvature calculations. Increasing mask size
was demonstrated to have diminishing improvements in effi-
ciency (Fig. 4), since higher resolution masks require greater
computational time but do not significantly influence simu-
lation outcomes. Further difficulties in matching simulation
to experiment emerge when considering the uncertainty in
how far cells reach when mechanically sensing their envi-
ronment that could also account for differences in modeled
and actual growth. Improvements in computational time are
potentially possible through efficient ways of estimating cur-
vature (Kronenberger et al. 2015; Batagelo and Wu 2007).
Additionally, adjustingmask size during the simulation could
reduce curvature over-estimation as pores are closing; mask
size adjustment requires rescaling the environment size to
retain physical relevance in representing a fixed cell reach
distance for the mask. Relevant simulation assumptions may
require further tuning to retain accuracy and efficiency when
considering differently shaped beams or novel topologies.

To assess differences in discretized and continuous envi-
ronments, a Cube unit cell was generated with beam width
w = 120µm and unit cell length l = 620µm using
a discretized approach that provides porosity P = 0.90,
surface–volume ratio S/V = 3.0mm−1, and permeability
k = 2.23 × 10−8 m2, while evaluations from a continu-
ous modeling approach provide P = 0.91, surface–volume
ratio S/V = 2.6mm−1, and permeability k = 3.07 ×
10−8 m2 (Egan et al. 2017). Both models have similar val-
ues for porosity but differ by about 15% for surface–volume
ratio, although the higher estimation from the discretized
environment may better account for the rough surface of
3D printed parts (Arabnejad et al. 2016). Further exper-
imental work is required to fully understand how tissues
grow as a result of differences in geometry and com-
plexity on 3D printed surfaces and are necessary to fully
validate the simulation for optimization of scaffolds for
clinical applications. When considering beam cross sec-
tions, extrusion-based 3D printing processes are typically
used to fabricate scaffold beams with circular cross sections
that correspond with the shape of extrusion at their mini-
mum printable dimensions. A circular cross section would
lead to overall slower growth due to greater convex cur-
vature in comparison with square cross sections that are
achievable with stereolithography and polyjet processes at
microscales.

Property predictions are also sensitive to the modeling
approach used, and adjustments could enable higher accu-
racy or inclusion of further phenomenon influencing tissue
growth such as mechanotransduction, fluid shear stress, and
vascularization that also influence tissue growth (Czarnecki

et al. 2014; Garijo et al. 2012; Gardiner et al. 2015; Car-
lier et al. 2012; Byrne et al. 2007; Boccaccio et al. 2016).
Simulations using level set curvature-based methods have
demonstrated a strong match to in vitro growth when consid-
ering the spatial distribution of tissues for a small sample of
3D printed scaffolds, however, there is difficulty in matching
predictions to the culture time (Guyot et al. 2014). Past mod-
els using a voxel environment for assessing curvature have
found a fit of approximately 12 time steps representing one
day of culture time (Bidan et al. 2013). Our simulation’s time
step is estimated for Saos-2 tissue growth by considering the
in vitro data in Fig. 1 for the FXBC scaffold designed with
beam width w = 500µm and unit cell length l = 2200µm.
InFig. 1d, the growth for the planar pore, imagedusing confo-
cal microscopy after 35 days of cell culture, is about 50–80%
filled for an FXBC scaffold. In the simulation of the fab-
ricated scaffold, the triangular pore fills 50% of its planar
area at step 96 and 80% at step 126, thus suggesting that 3
simulation steps represent one day in cell culture. Further
experimental studies are required to fully validate the simu-
lation due to stochasticity of in vitro experiments and limited
data.

There is a need for further experiments to fully charac-
terize how curvature-based growth occurs in a variety of
scaffolds of different topologies and materials, in addition
to characterization for varied cell types and animal models.
Recent experiments for in vivo tissue growth have demon-
strated growth halting on a scaffold with a topology similar
to the Cube topology, constructed with extrusion processes
with 300µmbeamwidth and 1200µmunit cell length (Paris
et al. 2017). The halting behavior supported bonemineraliza-
tion and suggests the need for further studies to investigate
the absolute amount of tissue that forms and can facilitate
bone growth once tissue growth halts.

Tantalum foam is an alternate material that has been
successfully used for tissue engineering (Zardiackas et al.
2001), with beam diameters of 100µm and pore sizes of
700µm. When these design parameters are used to gener-
ate beam-based designs, it typically results in halted growth
(Fig. 9). Void filling growth may occur for tantalum foams
due a different surface finish, local material properties, pla-
nar pores having greater concave curvature, or a stochastic
distribution in pore sizes such that small pores stimulate
initial tissue growth throughout the structure. Future work
in both modeling and experiments is necessary to identify
the most favorable scaffold designs for clinical applications.
Due to the large number of factors that influence perfor-
mance, development of further computational methods is
crucial for informing experimental endeavors and tuning
high-performance scaffolds.
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5 Conclusion

Simulations were developed for assessing tissue growth
based on cells mechanically sensing their environment in
3D printed scaffolds. When comparing topologies with fixed
porosity and unit cell size, unit cells with the most beams
had the highest tissue growth rate while unit cells with fewer
beams had the highest growth rate when beam width and
porosity were fixed across topologies. A linear regression
was developed by fitting the void filling rate of a scaffold
to its curvature–volume ratio, thus enabling estimation of
tissue growth rates based solely ongeometric scaffold proper-
ties. Design maps were generated that linked scaffold design
parameters to tissue growth rate and permeability properties,
demonstrating conflicting trade-offs. Scaffolds with higher
tissue growth rates tended to have lower permeabilities, with
a balance found for scaffolds with beam diameters of about
300µm and 50% porosity. These findings highlight the need
to tune scaffold designs through careful consideration of all
factors relevant to clinical applications, and provide quanti-
tative results for assessing potential tissue growth rates based
on substrate curvature.
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